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Proceedings of the Workshop on Mathematical Aspects of

Vortex Dynamics, April 25-27,1988

Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics

Abstract. The formal simplicity of ideal point vortex systems in two dimensions has
long attracted interest in both their exact solutions and in their capacity to simulate physical
processes. Attention here is fauscd on infinite, two-fold pbd.ic vortex arrays, including
an expression fm the energy density of an arbitrary vortex lamce (i.e., an arbitrary number
of vornces wuh arbitrary strengths in a unit cell parallelogram of arbitrary shape). For the
case of two Vornces per unit cell, the mo~hology of stable lamccs can be described
com ktely. A non-trivial physical realization of such lattices is a rotating mixture of 3Hc

!and He at temprmurcs so low that both isotopic components arc superfluid. The structure
of the expected lattices is quite different fim the usual triangular structure. Magnetic flux
lines in high-temperature superconductors show a one-parameter family of degenerate
ground states of the lattice due to the aniso(ropy of the vortex-vomx interaction. A final
topic, closely related to Josephson-junction arrays, is the case of vortices confined to a
grid. That is, dm vortices interact pair-wise in the usual manner but arc constrained to
occupy oniy lmations on an independent periodic grid. By usin vortex relaxation

!methods in k continuum and then imposing the grid it is possible [o md low-lying states
extremely rapidly canpared to previous Monte Carlo calculations.

1. Point Vortex Lattl~ ~r w. Consider N vortices of circulation strengths rj at

positions rj, j = 1,..X in the unbounded plane. To study their stahonaq configurations it
is necessary tDfind the extrcma of the f~nction,

(1)

where d is the fluid density, f2 is a Lagrange multiplier (proportional IO the angulrir
mtacion) thal consaains the configuration [0 constant angular momentum, and the C~ arc

consutnt self-energies for each vortex. Obviously, the Ci do not affect the extrcma and arc
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included only to show where assumptions about the core structure would be buried. For
the cases considered here *Accores do not overlap, so it is correct to use the logarithmic
potential - it is sufficient that F be defined within an additive constant. Global and local
minima of F are sough~ this requires vortices of the same sign, except on the grid in
Section 3(c).

The effect of Q in Eq. (1) is to fix the vortex density n of the minimal F

configurations, n = WC where ~ is an average strength. On the lattice, however, the

density of vortices will be kept constant explicitly, so the Lagrange multiplier G?em be
eliminated, leaving only the double sum of Iogkl - rjl to be evaluated

Before proceeding with the evaluation of the energy for a lattice it will give some
perspective on the curmt state of ignorance to state two open questions:

L What k the smallest number of vortices per unit cell in a
non-triangular, stable lattice of identical vortices?

II. Are all stable, space-filling configurations lattices?

It has bee:i known for some years that for equal rj the rnangular vortex lattice has the
lowest energy.[ 10] What is not known, or at least not proven, is the existence of any other
lattice that k a local minimum of the energy, although Tkachenko[ 11] suggests that all
lattices “sufficiently close to triangular” am stable. The square larnce is disqualified - it is a
saddle point of the energy. Numerical searches by the pnxent author using eleven or fewer
vortices per unit cell have failed to find non-triangular stable lattices.

000000
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Fig. 1 The trian@r btticq b Ody stableVOltCX hike kmwn fwequd ~ .

This is quite unlike the skuaaon with finite N for which the number of stable states grows
rapidly as N increases. [2,8] Yet, only ohc stable contlguratlon is known for a vortex
lattice, which contains an Mnite number of vortices, In

T
n Question II the possibility is

raised that in.fini~ conf$udons other than lattices (by de niaon periodic) might be stable,
These could be as exottc as an aperiodic tiling ur as prosaic as a single dislocation in an
otherwise perfect lattice. It is intuitively cbvious to crystallographers that stable
dislocations will exist in the vortex lattice. Nevertheless, there is no proof and it is not so
obvious, because the atomic interactions in crystals arc short-ranged, (However,
dislocations in crystals, like Vornces, interact according to logl r ~ which raises the
amusing prospect of studying dislocation lattices of dislocation lattices ..f atomic !atticcs.)

Returning to the energy, it is necessary to evaluate the energy density defined as

N-l N
E.- Iim --1- ~ ~ f’,~loglri-rl[ ,

M4-s JM
i <)

(2)

where J is the number of vortices per unit cell, M is the number of CCIIS,and N = JM,
Strictly speaking, E is the energy per vortex (apart fmm a dimensional constant) but it is
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also the energy per unit area when the vortex density is constant. To eliminate M, divide
the sum over N into sums over each of the J Vornces,

j=l J,al ;2=1 JF ]

The double sum in Eq. (2) consists of pairs,

f f’ rarp !~glrj.-rfpl =-IU fafp~’ loglpa-r”~+ Lnl ,
Ja jb n

(3)

(4)

where Pa and Fp are in the same unit cell and the vector ~ ranges over all M cells,
Ln = nlL1el + n2~q (5)

Here L.lel and L2e2 are the generators of the unit cell and nl,nz = 0#l&2, . . . . except

tha[ nl =n2=0 must lx omitted if a = ~.

L2e2

FIR. 2 The unkcell containingj = 5 vortices.●lez -cm #

In this notation, Eq. (2) becomes

The princi
&

ingrdienm to evaluating Eq, (6) include the following, (This derivation
has appred whcm[3,6] and an elegan~ independent version by O’Neil[7] is included
irl these ~ s.)

Ji, Ex_ Ioglxl in “lmx” normalization.

ii. Transformation km k to “reciprocal” lattice g.

(7)

<8)

iii, Elimination of g = O term in the Iii[[ice sum. Eq, (6) is fcrrtmlly divergent, hut when



iv.

v.
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revmitten as a sum over g this divergence is concentrated in the g = Oterm, which can
be “thrown away”. More correctly, it can be explained away as an artifact of

neglecting the 0 term of Eq. (l), which also diverges as N + 00and would cancel
the g = Oterm. Votices of the same sign require a rigid-body counter-rotation of the
background fluid to contain them, i.e., a rotiting reference frame is necessary for
them to appear stationary. In tie language of charges (the system here is equivalent
to a collection of line charges of the same sign) a neutralizing background charge of
opposite sign is necessary to prevent divergence of tie electrostatic energy density.

Application of Glasser’s medmd for phase modulated sums. [4] Using Jacobi’s
transformation from the theory of theta functions, Glasser shows how to reduce sums

of the form ~’ *.
~ k2n

Constraint of constant vortex density. The above mgredicnts give an expression for
E that contains logL1 (or 1ogL2) as ~ parameter. T; tix the d&sity, L1‘must scale
properly with the number of Vornces per unit ceU J. This ensures that the same
energy is obtained for equivalent larnccs, i.e., a larnce whose unit cell is doubled,
wi~~ no other changes, must have the same energy density as before. Multiply L 1
and 1’~by a scaling parameter q and set the density to unity to obtain invatiancc for
equividcrlt lXtiCCS,

~=

qL1 qL2sin # ‘“qL1”AE5 (9)

The final result fcmthe energy density is

27T(r0i-Pj)” R 2Z(Pi-Fj)” ?
where ZI,ij= ~=~, ~=1

Ll ‘ ‘2’ii = L2 ‘ J 2 f: and
i-l

‘Llzl+2msind~~s ~, +a~o~f$ +~-~lz2+2msindH(zl,:zm) -1- ,e P
( )

(11)
P

E is the relative energy density of lattices containing fixed ratios of vortex species v.Ith
fixed strengths. To compare tie energies of Iarnces with different vonex species or species
ratios requires assumptions or physical infomnation about the self-ener ‘es of the vortices,

rWhat makes Eqs. (10) and (11) useful for numerical evaluation is the w convergence of
the function If(zl ,z2~); m 4S isusually sufficient. Explicit periodicity in the y-direction
has been removed for simplification, but is retained in the x-direction. Also, it is
cortvenient for calculating the partial derivatives of E (used in the conjugate gradient

method) to change ~hcunit cell variables p and $ to o = 2X sin#/p and z = 2K cos@/gX
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2. The Two-vortex Lattice and Two More Questions. With the help of Eq. (10)
wc may exhibit the complete morphology of the minima of E for the case of two vortices

per unit cell; it is only neeessa.ry to consider O S y S 1 where y =f2/fl. The numerical
results, using the conjugate gradient method, are shown in Fig. 3. (The lattice parameters

@Iand p must be varied along with N -1 vortex positions.)
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Fig. 3 llw morphologyof he two+cmexlmice.

At small ythe strong vortex dominates, resulting in a triangrhr lattice for itself, to
which the weak vcm.exmcomrnodates by choosing either of two equivalent positions U3 or

2/3 along the long diagonal of the unit cell (lattice n), These positions are also the centers
of the mangles formed by the suong Vornccs and, thus, the positions of maximum distance

from the strong vortices. At larger ythc weak vortex discominuously switches to the center

of the unit cell (lattice ~ and remains dine, while tie shape of the unit ceU continues to

change, until a triangular Iarnce is again attained at y= 1, It is natural to ask if this behavior

is generic. In the space of the ~ = rj / rl, are the minima of E never connected by a curve
on which the lattice parameters and vortex positions change continuously?

Open Question IIL Is the lattice space LN(y2, ., ,yN) always disjoint?

For a given set of rj , it is natural to ask how the minims change, if at ~1, as the unit
cell is doub~ &i led, etc. Is there a tendency for identical vornces to clump togrther and

Jgain the betd!t forming their own triangular lattice or, on the contrary, do they diffuse
as widely M possible? A disadvantage of clumping is tie additional boundary energy
between regions of different vertices, but if these regions are not discom.mensurate perhaps

that ener~ penalty is small. Suppose there are mj vortices of strength rj ,~ = 1,.#f per
unit cell. Do larger cells have smaller energy?

Open Question IV. For what mJ, f, is E[nm$ < E[mj , n = 2,3,9. !

h seems almost nothing is known about vofiex lattices.
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3. Physical Applications.
a. Lattices of unequal vortices in quantum liquids. Superfluid 4He in a

rotating contairw mimics the solid-body rotation of an ordinary liquid by nucleating,

parallel tO Q rectilinear votices of quantizd strcnm f4 = h /mA ~d densiw n = 2Q X

where h is Planck’s constant, m4 the mass of a 4Hc atom, and f2 is the angular velocity. [2]

The oher isotope, 3Hc, also kcomes superfluid at ‘OWtemperatures but responds tc a

rotating container by nucleating Vornces of a d.iffennt saen@, r3 = h ~q. ( The factor

of In in r3arises from the fermi sutistics of 3Hc atoms; 4He atoms MC~SOnS. ) In a
fluid mixture of 4Hc and 3Hc Mh components should become superfluid at sufficiently
low temperature (not yet attained) and each c~mponent will support its own type of
quantized vortex line. What will lx the cquilitium vortex lattice structure in a rotating,
superfluid SHC-4HC mixcurc? The relative densities of the two spc-tics of vortices is nj /nd

= r4m3=2M3 lm4 = 1.50700- 3/2. Thus, for SUM unit cells there arc 3 3He vortices

for CVCry 2 AHc Vornces. Examples of energy minima for the smal.lest unit CC1l~d ~3 /r4

= 2/3 are shown in Fig. 4.
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He -k mixtures of equal fluid derd.ks. Lmice (a) has lower energy.

This, however, is wrong for the physical helium mixture because it overlooks tic rcla[ivc
miscible densities of the isaopic componen~. As seen ti Eq. ( 1) tie energy of Vornccs
is promotional to the fluid density d. The energy of a fluid mixture is a sum of their
separate energies plus dwi.r i.ntcracaon. If the fluids were entirely noni.ntemcti.ng then each
would form its own, independent triangular vortex lattice. P,owever, the helium isotopic
componcrm &!emct and there is a maximum amount of 3Hc that cari be mixed with 4He,
The energy d the system can be expressed according to Eq, (1),

+ 5r4210glri-r,l - * ~ r,’ Ioglrk-ril
(4 (3)

-~

WI

r3r4log Irl - r~[ - Ll(ungukzr momenfwn) , (12)
34

where a hydrodynamic model has been used in the third [et-mon (he right to express the
3He.4He interaction, Th15 is qulv~enf IO a Slng]c fluid containing VOttiCCSof strengths

r4’ +mr4 and r3<=d3m3. For the maximum 3Hc volubility this gives the ratio
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r3fl/r4 .-0.18. Note that the relative fluid densities do not affect the relative vortex
densities. Quite different larnces are obtained using the effective strengths corrected for the
fluid densities, as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig, 5 Vortex laahs for he -% superfluid mixtures. The Iahx on the kft has lower energy.

These results could change further wkh improvements to the 3He-4He intcracaw model.

b. Lattices of anisotropic vorticity in superconductors. Type II
superconductors arc another example of a quantum fluid that supports quantized vorncity.
In this case the circulating cument in the vortex is charge4 which creates a magnetic field

resulting in an integrated flux over a pkme perpendicular to the voxtex line of 00 = 2.07
lCk7gauss+mz. The currentassociated with a superconductingvortex or flux line does not
extend to iniinity, so tic interaction ktwecn flux lines is not strictly logarithmic but rmher

that of the malificd Bessel function ~(1 ri - rj 11A)whcm the so-called Pcncuation depth A
sets the range of the current and the vortex-vortex interaction. This interaction is obtained

in F4. (7) by setting ,u=@, However, if the inter-vortex spacing 1 is much srnallcr than

the range of interaction A then Eq. (10) remains a god physical approximation.

n

(a)

o

(b)

Fig. 6 FluxIauiccs(vorti~ of supercurrent)in m anisotropicwprconductm
iuising fromd.ifferc.mMenm.ions of a triangular Ialtia. AN otintations
lwtwccn(a) and(b) arcpossible.
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Because the new high-temperature superconductors are strongly type II (which means

A is much larger than the size of the vomex core), the condition f << 2 holds for a wide
range of applied magnetic field (which creates the flux lines). Unlike the traditional

superconductms, the new ones are highly anisotropic in the sense that I is direction
dependenL What arc the consequences of this for the energy and the structure of the vonex
lattices? A detailed answer would involve technical issues not appropriate here,[ 1] but a
major pan can bc deduced immediately from the earlier discussion. The anisotropy
essentially amounts to enhancing the interaction in one spatial direction, i.e., the interaction

between vornces becomes logl~~l-~j)z + @l_yj)21,whcm E is the anisomopy parameter in

the x-direction. Obviously, this cart b removed by a simple scale transformation, x‘= x /&,
and everything follows as before. In particular, the minimum is the triangular Iarnce in the
scaled space (x’y), or a “stretched” triangular lattice in physical space (xY). me rotation~
continuum of rnangular lattices in the scaled space are trivially equiva.k g but in the
physical space they arc inequivanent, as shown in Fig. 6, although they have qual energy.
This degeneracy in first order allows higher order physical processes to ~ ; studied by
experimentally observing which Iarnce is preferred under different conditions.

c. Lattices constrained on grids: Josephson junction arrays. A
Josephson junction may is a collection of superconductors that are interconnected by
bonds that permit imperfect supercurrent flow (tunneling supercurrent). A generic
characteristic of superconductors and supfluids is r-heexistence of a new thermodynamic

parameter, the phase t?. The energy of two superconductors connected with such a bond

(Josephson junction) is proportional to +OS(81-L$). The energy of an array of Josephson
junctions is[5,9]

Ed=-Ko
F

COS (ei–+ IJfij) .
ij)

where U“P are nearest neighbors,

(13)

(14)

and the vector ~tenaa.1 A is given by the applkd magnetic field, H = VXA. The integral

~Ads is over the bond between superconductors i andj. This is illustrated schematically
in Fig. 7(a), where pcriod,ic boundary conditions arc assurrd. The energy function & can

be mapped to a new funcauI iEbon the dual lattice illustrated in Fig. 7(b),

where the “charges” or vortices have mixed signs, qi = 1+ or f, The ratio of the number
of 1+ vortices to + vornces is simply~ I(1+ ), i.e., tie net charge or circulation is zero,

The paramcter~ the s~alled filling factor, is the ratiu~ = H#/@O, where a is the length
of the grid spacing; in Fig, 7(b),~ = 1/6, At his stage one could apply Eq. (10) to find the
m.in.imumof Eb by constraining the shape of the unit cell (to k square) and the positions of
the vottices to bc on the grid. [Note that Eq,( 10) is perfectly valid for vottices of mixed
sign, and can b USUIto fmd their minimum energy configurations in this case bccausc the
grid constraint prevents singularities.] Some permutations of the 36 Vornces would give
minimum Eb. However, one can do txtter on two counts. First, I have found a further
mapping from the two-species to a single-species system, thereby reducing the length of
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the calculation. S=ond, with a system of vonices having the same sign the minimum
energy can first be found quickly in a unit cell without grid points and the resulting pattern
then attachai to the grid. (1.ncidcntally, there is no fundamental reason to restrict either the
unit cdl of grid points or their symmeuy to be square.)

(d

Iolololololo
pplolo[olo
1010[0101010
1 n [ , ,
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H-w-w
00 (c)

Fig. 7 Gri&+reprc~cing IJWmappingof aJOs@sM junctionmay to a single-spccic9 vOIWXsystem.

TOs~ify the mapping f-rout(b) to (c) in Fig. 7 (ignore the arrows for the moment) let

E(~l ,~2) be t-heenergy from Eq.( 10) of two vortex species that fti all the grid points of an

/ xf squm gri~ NI + N2 = / 2. The filling factor (sormimes called the frustration) is j=
N1/l z $ 1/2. The principal mapping is

E(l+,+) =E(l,o)-f2Ew , (16)

and, for completeness, I list a similar one, E (1,–1) = 4 E (1,0) - (4 f- 1) Ew. Here, E5q

= -1.3105329259 is the energy of the square lattice. (For comparison, the energy of the

nianguhr lattice is Em = -1.321 1174284.) The two-species energy E (1 ,0) is simple to
evaluate compared to E ( 1+, +) and can lx further rcducai to an explicitly one-species

fom E( ~, ) by E(l,O) =f[E(l) -(1/2) log~] .That is, for E (1,0) the number of
Vornces per unit cell is J = / 2, while for E (1), J = fV1.

‘llIc task of finding low energy states of the Josephson junction array has been reduced
to finding low enera~ states of N 1 unit vortices on a grid These states cannot be local
minima of the energy kause, as far as we know, only the triangular lattice is a minimum
for tie singb~ case. ‘Ilwreforc, the vortex-vortex interactions will not usually cancel
at the vortex ~tions, but result in a “force” on each vofiex [indicated by the mows in
Fig. 7(c)] unk the configuration is a saddle point of E, which ca,~ occur if the
conflation is particularly symmetric or “commensurate”. (Thcsc remnant forces become
important for the dynamical properties of the system. ) As mentioned above, a particularly
efficient way to find low energy states is to fust find minimal energy configurations of N1
vortices in a square unit ceU (obviously, such minima can never be triangular) and then
overlay a grid on the pattern and move each vortex to the nearest grid point. This does not
guarantee the lowest energy grid state at a given ~, but typically comes close. (Another
method is to overlay a gtid on the triangular lattice - in practice this actually gives relatively
poor results, i.e., high energies.) Fig. 8 shows values of low energy vonex grid states for
two hundred values of the filling factor~. Tne energy is normalized to the square and

rnangular lattices, Ec = [E (1,0) - Eu l/[EW - Eu]. As~ + Othe vortices become dilute on
the grid and can always approach the favorable triangular and square lattices. Special



values ofj allow an exact square lattice. The relative sparseness in the num4berof va!~les
plotted at higher ~ merely reflects the fewer number of low energy states found there.
Obviously, an energy can be given to every~, but the problem is to find the lowest ener~y-.
states. The connea%ty dtawn between e ~-) values is only a guide to the eye.
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Fig. 8 Voncx @d C- VS.fdhngfraction.

4. Summary. An expression is now available that is well suited for numerical
evaluation of the energy density of arbitrary vortex lattices. The basic properties of stable
vortex lattices are currently unknown and, judging fkom the two-vortex lattice, their
morphology promises to be rich. Quantum fluids, in the general sense, offer a direct
application of vortex Iarnce theory. Further applications can be found in systems of
logarithmically interacting objects (dislocations, line currents, line charges, etc.) or by
r~lapping to a vortex lattice, as illustrated by the Jmephson junction may.
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